Marvel Moon

There are 22 more pages to this book.
Collect them all by attending
programs about the Moon
at __________________ (organization name).

Your name: ___________________

Meet the time-travelers…
Bill pulls it
all together.
I lead
this team
of timetravelers!

Amy determines
temperatures inside
the Moon.

I see
inside the
Moon…
it used to
be hot!

Robin uses
computers to model
backwards in time

Clark examines
and counts craters
to determine the age
of a planet’s surface.

I see
backwards
in time…to
the Moon’s
beginning.

Hal uses computers
to model how asteroids,
comets, and planets have
moved across our solar
system since they first
formed.

I see how
planets have
changed
positions
around the
Sun over
time.

I can tell
how old a
surface is.

Luke tracks the
movements of
comets in ancient
solar system history.
I see some of
those comets
impacting
the Moon to
make craters.
Together with other
teams of scientists,
the time-travelers are
telling the story of our
Moon’s history.

Together, we can “travel” back in time.
You

Robin

Bill

Clark

Luke

Hal

Amy

We see the
past through
computer
models.

The characters in this comic book are based on actual NASA Lunar Science
Institute scientists. Explore the Moon with them! Draw a comic-book
version of yourself here.

Journey
back in time
with us!
Help us piece
together the story
of the Moon. Collect
comic panels and
assemble them
into your own
comic book!

Moon Stories

Hey, time traveler!
Before we go back in time
Watching
to the Moon’s beginning,
the Apollo 8
astronauts on TV let’s go back to the beginning
of the Moon and you. When
as they rocketed to
did you first start looking
the Moon inspired
at the Moon?
me to become an
astronomer.

Draw or write your Moon story here.

Moon’s Birth
Travel back in time with
me to watchthe Moon
form and change over
time. It all began with
a GIANT IMPACT 4.5
billion years ago…

A small planetary body smashed into Earth.

Debris was thrown into space.

The debris in the ring collided—sometimes sticking
together. Eventually, all of the debris clumped
together to form our Moon.

Draw our Moon in orbit around Earth:

The Earth had a ring of gas, dust, and molten rock
around it.

Wow! That was
quick! It took less
than 100 years
for our Moon
to form.

Recipe for a Moon

Draw what the Moon and Earth look like on the inside.
Label their layers.

We can’t really see
inside moons and
planets, of course.
We study rocks and
take measurements
from spacecraft to
learn about what’s
inside planets.

I use computers
to make models
of the Earth and
Moon, but yours
look yummier!

Infant Moon: Moon Mix!

The infant Moon's outer surface -- and perhaps the whole Moon -- was molten!
Some minerals floated on top of this super-hot rock soup. Others sank.
I use computers
to find out exactly
The infant
how hot the Moon
Moon was HOT
must have been
from all of that
and how long it
debris coming
took to cool.
together after
Take a closer
the giant
look…
impact.

Draw what's inside of your Moon Mix! bottle.

Kid Moon: Splat!
Impactor size:
___________
(balloon size)

Wow! That was
a big splat! Where
in the solar system
did all of those big
water balloons – I mean
asteroids – come from?
That’s what I’m trying
to figure out.

Crater size: ___________ (splash width)
Crater size ÷ balloon size=__________

Teen Moon: Moon Ooze

Draw lava oozing up through the Moon’s surface.
Where did lava come from on the Moon?
(check all that apply)
Upward through cracks in the surface
Out of lava fountains
Oozing down the sides of Kilauea volcano
in Hawaii

Imagine standing on the Moon at this time.
Hot lava flowed up from cracks in the surface
and filled in the low areas. Fountains of lava
erupted, spraying molten rock high above
the lunar surface.
The big, dark circles you see on the Moon
formed when the lava cooled to form a dark
rock called basalt. The same kind of runny
lava -- and the rock it forms, basalt -can also be found on Earth in places
like Hawaii.

Moon’s Long History: Impact Paintings

Top left:
There are lots of craters overlapping each
other here. This picture looks like the (circle
one) 15-second painting / 1-minute painting.
This surface is (circle one) young / old.
Bottom right:
This surface has fewer craters and looks
smoother. This picture looks like the (circle
one) 15-second painting / 1-minute painting.

I’m too
old for
this…

This surface is (circle one) young / old.

Bring it on,
you asteroids!
We’re young!

…673, 674, 675,… Oh, hi there!
I’m counting craters! Craters are
like candles on a birthday cake…
The more of them there are, the
older that surface is.
Now, if you’ll excuse
me, the Moon is very
old and I have a long
way to go…

Future Moon: The Footsteps of Explorers

Will you be
a scientist…
or a poet…or
someone who
just enjoys
looking at
the Moon?

Make a rubbing of your shoe. What is the future of the Moon in your life?

Moon in Action
Tonight, you’re the astronomer! Draw your view through
the telescope and note your observations.
The Moon looked

How did your view through the telescope compare to
pictures you’ve seen? What features did you identify
on the Moon?

Did you see anything that surprised you?

It looks
so close…
almost like I
can reach out
and grab it!

Earth’s Bright Neighbor

Draw the Moon, Earth, and Sun. Be sure they are the
correct sizes compared to each other!
Describe what would it be like if there was no Moon.
What would be Earth’s nearest neighbor?

Looking at the Moon in
the sky inspired me to
study asteroids and
the craters they make
on the Moon. If there
was no Moon, I’d have no
nearby craters to
count…and no nearby
place to study the
history of our whole
solar system!

Moon in My Own Words

We have a lot
of words about
the Moon! Use
them to write
your own
poem.

Line 1. A one-word title about the Moon (noun)
Line 2. Two words that describe the Moon (adjectives)
Line 3. Three action words that describe what the Moon does
and end in “-ing”(participles like rising, setting, growing)
Line 4. A phrase or sentence about the Moon
Line 5. Another word for your title or another name for
the Moon (noun)

1.____________________
2.______________________
_______________________

3.___________ _____________
_________________
4.___________________________
5.______________________________

“Moon” Words
MOON
MONTH
MONDAY
“Lunar” Words MOONBEAM
LOONY
MOONWALK
LUNA
MOONLIGHT

Lunar Phases
CRESCENT
SEMICIRCLE
OR HALF MOON
CIRCLE
NEW MOON
WAXING CRESCENT
FIRST QUARTER
WAXING GIBBOUS
FULL MOON
WANING GIBBOUS
THIRD QUARTER
WANING CRESCENT

Without the Moon… 1
What if the Giant
Impact had never
happened? How would
Earth be different?
Draw your ideas here.
Without the Moon,
there would be…

Whew!
That was
close!

…no nearby place to send our rockets

…no moonlight
Who turned
out my
night-light?

OK,
Houston,
we made it
to space.
Where to
now?

Well, it’s 34
million miles to
Mars… Call us in
six months when
you get
there.

Without the Moon… 2

Draw your ideas here for how Earth would be different. There would be…
…shorter days
…shorter nights

Without the Moon… 3

Draw your ideas here for how Earth would be different. There would be…

…erratic climate changes over time

…smaller tides
Draw the effect smaller tides might have on sea life, boating, or your
visits to the beach:

Hey, wait
a second! I’m
tipped on my
side!...I need
the Moon!

Which part of Earth is frozen in a long, deep winter? Which pole is
in the middle of a sweltering summer? Color Earth to show these extremes!
Having a Moon makes sea life, well…happy as a clam!

The Moon’s
gravitational pull
creates strong tides,
which bring food my
way. It’s like having
pizza delivered to
the beach.

True-blue Blue Moon

Ooh! I love
puzzles!
Science is
one gigantic
puzzle!

Tape the TRUE statements IFSFto complete
a puzzle picture of the Moon’s nearside.

Far-fetched Far Side

Mmm, tricky!
Things are not
always what they
seem at first…
Tape the FALSE statement here
to complete a puzzle picture
of the Moon’s farside.

Until next time…

Keep up the
good work,
timetraveler!
Here are some
of our favorite
ways to learn
more about
the Moon!

NASA has
webpages just for
kids! Check out
http://
lunarscience.arc.
nasa.gov/kids/.

Help scientists better
understand the Moon and
put your science skills to the
test. Visit Moon Zoo at
www.moonzoo.org to identify
craters, boulders, lava channels
-- and even spacecraft sitting
on the lunar surface -- on new
images sent from the Moon by
the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter.

Go to the
library and find
some books
about the
Moon.

Check out
the Moon with
your own pair of
binoculars!

